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Nigel’s notes Drivers Meeting:
• As this the last race
of the season, we will
try to weigh all cars.

• Ideally this should be
after qualifying but
the Drivers Meeting
has to be fitted in
before the race.

• Some other checks
may be carried out
at scrutineering or
when time permits.

• A number of cars
will also have their
engines sealed.

Saturday 18th October 2014 @ 15:45, Champions Room, Media Centre.
Agenda and Minutes of last year’s Meeting will be sent to all competitors
before the Championship Finals at Silverstone on Saturday 18 October.
They are also available to download from:
www.hscc.org.uk/images/70s_Roadsports_Championship.pdf
The Committee is tasked to review the Technical Regulations
before the deadline of submission to the Club, as it has
become clear there are areas where the wording is open to
interpretation.
We have a set of rules that seems to be providing close racing
and so far as I am aware most people are happy with. Feedback
has been that stability in this area is important to people.
I believe that this year’s low grids relate more to personal
circumstances rather than anything fundamentally wrong with
the format, but if competitors have any items to discuss at the
meeting, it would be helpful to let me know in advance so that
I can circulate them before we meet. Please drop me an email:
charles.barter@thewatercresscompany.com

Red Banger Day
Will & Nell Morton’s Red Banger
will be at the Silverstone Finals.
Serving 70s racers with farm fresh
burgers and rare breed sausages
after practice – pay as you eat.
If we can all park up together
		 it will be a great way to
			 end the season.
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Oulton Park –
Gold Cup
24 August 2014

T

he Gold Cup meeting has now
become a major event not only
in the HSCC calendar but also
for motor sport in the north west.

It is an event that attracts many Clubs
and spectators alike and Sunday was
heaving with people all round the
circuit, helped no doubt by the forecast
of heavy rain on the Monday.
A healthy entry of twenty four cars
commenced the Saturday qualifying
session with Bill Braithwaite and Steve
Cooke making a welcome return,
however it was a difficult session for
both, Bill blowing the engine on the
Europa and gremlins appearing in
Steve’s Lotus 7.

bleary eyed in the morning and the
aroma of Jim’s barbecue still whiffed
around the paddock. Most competitors
love this weekend, there is always a
special all be it relaxed atmosphere
about this event which everyone enjoys.
Although Steve Cooke managed to coax
the Lotus back to life it only lasted three
laps. Attrition was quite high, with
–John Hall, Mark Bennett, Ralph
Harwood-Penn and Martin Dyson all
failing to finish.
At the front the leading group quickly
settled down, Ollie leading home Jim
and Julian (later excluded for being
underweight), with the Peter Shaw’s
TVR a little further back.
Will Jenkins invitation BMW soon made
inroads into Charles’ Datsun slender
advantage using the power advantage
to blast by and bringing with it the Lotus
Elan of Howard Bentham. Notable racing
took place between Mark Leverett and
Paul Aslett, probably prepping the
Jaguar XJS in readiness for Spa and
Will Morton, Justin Wilson with David
Tomkinson’s well driven Spitfire joining
in the fun.

below: Gerald Pearce’s
smart Porsche 914
adds to the variety in
Class D
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Those who chose to camp at the circuit
Saturday night looked somewhat

Spa 6 Hour
Weekend
20 September 2014

Qualifying & Race One

I

would challenge anyone not to enjoy
the Spa 6 hour meeting, appreciate it is
expensive but certainly worth saving
up for.

Grahame White had assembled a large
grid of varied closed wheeled cars, fifty
five of which took to qualifying, 16 of
which were from the Road Sport
Championships.
With everything from Chevron B8s to
Mustangs and E Types qualifying, the
top four Road Sports were, 21st Julian’s
TVR, 22nd Jim Dean’s Europa, 23rd
Charles Barter’s Datsun followed by
Sarah Bennett–Baggs in the pink
Porsche 911, who unfortunately buzzed
the engine and took no further part.
Paul Aslett was 36th with the XJS and
46th was Johan Denekamp in his Lancia
Monte Carlo.
Race one on Saturday was cut short by
a Safety Car period, which actually went
on for longer than necessary, caused by
the coming together of two HRS
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Just to drive through Eu Rouge and take
in all the history of this classic circuit is
enough to start the adrenalin flowing
– one has to do it at least once in a
life time.

competitors, Peter Shaw in the Alfa lost
control at the top of Eu Rouge, hit the
Armco, came back onto the track and
collected Robert Owen driving his
Ford Galaxie on this occasion.
After all the delays Jim Dean finished
15th overall but was later dropped to
24th after dubiously been given a 30
second penalty for overtaking under a
waved yellow.
In the overall classification Julian was
promoted to 15th, Charles 20th and
Paul Aslett 30th with Johan 34th, in the
Road Sports Class Julian was 1st,
Charles 2nd and Jim 3rd.

above: Julian and Jim
lead an eclectic mix
of race cars into
Les Combes

Spa 6 Hour
Weekend
21 September 2014
Race Two

O

vernight it rained, a lot,
heavy showers had
affected the Six Hours
leaving the track for our
second race damp and very greasy but
the rain had stopped long before
Sunday’s race started.
There is a great deal of satisfaction in
overtaking B8s and TVR Griffiths and
that’s what happened in these slippery
conditions.
Julian was on a mission and revelling on
the difficult surface, Jim enjoyed a spin
at Eu Rouge, brave or mad?
Whilst Charles running wide on a
couple occasions just tried to keep the
Datsun pointing in the right direction
and keeping Jim behind.

above: Julian, Jim
and Charles bask in
the glory of success
at Spa

Why you should race at Spa
Andrew Frankel –
Motor Sport
The Spa Six Hours. Sounds
glamorous doesn’t it?

Johan also had a good race moving up
the order to finish 25th, a great result.

Sounds like it should be stock
full of low slung slices of
exotica staffed by snakehipped professional drivers
who’ve just passed their
GCSEs, wearing kaleidoscopic
helmets and carbon fibre
underpants.

Unfortunately Paul Aslett did not start
this race, his gazebo was washed away
in the overnight rain and all his clothes
were saturated.

But it’s not. I know this
because I’m an overweight
middle-aged man with a
four-year-old white Arai, fresh

The net result was the same, 1st, 2nd
and 3rd in Class and 8th, 10th and 11th
overall – not a bad effort and a great
showcase for 70s.
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back from taking part in it.
Naturally we’ll all be back next
year and the year after and
until the time failed ECGs
bring our racing careers to
a close.

Marcus Pye –
Autosport
An unmissable opportunity to
get a realistic, yet immeasurably
less hazardous, bite-sized
taster of the majestic challenges
your heroes faced back in
the1960s.

Brands Hatch
Indy
27 September 2014
Qualifying

I

The Indy circuit always produces close
times and therefore racing, in qualifying
the top four cars were covered by just
over half a second,with a similar time
covering the next group of four.

Just twelve competitors peeled out onto
Paddock Hill bend for qualifying, it
should have been thirteen but for
probably the first time ever Paul Stafford
faithful 240Z let him down on the way
south from Peterborough.

Jai Sharma’s Ferrari was putting out a
little too much smoke and the black &
orange warning flag with number board
was displayed on the start/finish line.
Jai didn’t see it, further upsetting the
Clerk of the Course – a lesson to us all.

Fortunately the RAC man was able to fix
the corroded electrical connection on
Paul’s Datsun and he was able to join in
the race, all be it at the back.

Another exciting moment occurred
when David Tomkinson spun on his
own oil at Clearways, the oil also caught
out David Karaskas and Jim Dean.
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n total contrast to Oulton the entries
for this Indy circuit event, headed
the ‘Anglo French Meeting’, were
disappointing pretty much in all of
the races.
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below: John Hall’s
Datsun 260Z which
retired on lap 21, one
lap before the end of
the race

Brands Hatch
Indy
27 September 2014

T

he pole sitting Europa of Ollie
Ford was quickly mugged by
Peter Shaw’s TVR coming from
the second row and Charles
managed a similar feat on the Europa of
Jim Dean.
But they all had their rear view mirrors
full of a Mark Leveritt’s red Porsche,
which rocketed off the line and was all
over the leading four into Druids.
Normal order was then resumed fairly
quickly, Ollie pass the TVR with Jim
quickly ahead of the Datsun and then a
few laps later relegated Peter Shaw
down to third and that is how they
stayed through to the chequered flag.
A welcome newcomer to the 70s
Championship was Andy Langridge, a
man with quite a racing history, who was
out with his just completed pretty Lotus
Europa. He was fifth in qualifying and
maintained that position in the race.
Johan Denekamp, having competed at
Spa the previous weekend brought
along his little Lancia Monte Carlo and
had a great race with Paul Stafford’s
Datsun to finished ahead of Brian Jarvis
and David Tomkinson’s repaired Spitfire.
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Race

above: The pretty
Lotus Europa of Andy
Langridge joined the
70s Championship at
Brands Hatch

Simon Mason, racing
driver and coach, with
more than 25 years of
experience in the sport.

Driving Tips
by Simon Mason
#2 – Generating Heat
In qualifying concentrate during the first
couple of laps on generating brake heat,
not just tyre heat from cornering.
Drag the brakes if the pad material you
use is ok with that approach, don’t waste
the straights by just blasting down them
cooling the brakes off again in those first
few laps. Get it warm, make the car work.
Work the car by carrying speed, keeping
relaxed shoulders and looking ahead,
make sure you are not running out of road
and lifting of the gas suddenly in corners
by looking where you are going.
Look for straighter/wider lines the car
could take when the car feels awkward
due to a lack of grip.
Build confidence in your driving and the
car to make the most the laps that follow.
Enjoy your racing.

Something for the weekend?
£6,950

£9,995

1977 Alfetta GTV

1978 Lancia Montecarlo S1

Full specification available on request from:
Bob Trotter 07946 441 755

Full specification available on request from:
Mark Oldfield 07770 746 295

Raced for many years in the HSCC 70s Road Sports
Championship.

This car was built to 70s Road Sports regulations and
has raced for the past 10 seasons.

2014 only raced 3 times, results 2 class wins and
1 second in class, last outing which was Oulton Park
Gold Cup 24 August.

In July of this year a major engine rebuild was
completed: Comprising new HC pistons, rings,
bearings, race valve springs, Kent performance cams,
oil pump, water pump, big valve 130 TC head.

2013 season contested 12 races with 100% finishing
record, 4th overall in the Championship, winning the
Samuel Trophy (best performance by an Alfa Romeo in
the HSCC) and winning the GTV Challenge.

All brakes have braided hoses and pads have been
replaced. new brake and clutch MC. Accusump was
cleaned and serviced and a new oil cooler fitted.

Ready to race with recent extinguisher and seatbelts
and complying with all relevant regulations.

2014 Croft Nostalgia meeting, class pole and win.

MOT`d until June 2015.

MOT`d until April 2015.

All safety equipment is in date .

£3,000

Porsche 924
Full specification available on request from:
John Hillon 07810 715 245

Custom 4 branch exhaust manifold straight through
to 944 stainless steel back box.

Last raced in 2005, class winner, complete with
excellent specification but needs recommissioning.

Audi 5 speed gearbox, only raced once.

Mahle pistons, all reciprocating parts balanced, new
bearings, baffled sump. Cylinder head ported and fitted
with larger inlet and exhaust valves, inlet manifold
matched and ported.
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Leda coil-overs on front suspension and dampers on
rear. Uprated 28mm rear torsion bars.
The body is straight and structurally solid, there is
superficial rust and the paint is faded in places, the
upper front panel should be replaced (bolt on part).

70s Dinner
2015
07 March 2015

N

ext year’s 70s Dinner will
be on the 7th of March at
The Lambert Arms,
Aston Rowant, Oxford, the
same venue as this year.

Video of the month
David Tomkinson – Oulton Park Gold Cup
A spirited race in his 70s Road Sports Triumph Spitfire 1500.
Dicing with couple of Alfa Romeo’s, plus a sparking MG Midget, a
Lotus Europe flame thrower and a spin made for an interesting race!

It has already has been booked – details
will follow as soon as we have confirmed http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XT8rB9c-_
c8&feature=youtu.be
the menus and other arrangements.

Social media
When viewing the pdf version of this Newsletter in Adobe Acrobat the live links are
indicated by blue text, by clicking on these links when your computer is on-line
you will be redirected to the relevant web page or email message page.
In addition to this Newsletter, informal stuff relating to 70s is posted on Facebook
and Twitter, tenuously relevant to events or competitors who are currently involved or
have previously been involved in the 70s Road Sports Championship.
Information relating to the 70s Championship is available from www.hscc.org.uk
the HSCC website and any enquiries relating to the administration of the HSCC
70s Road Sport Championship should be directed to the HSCC Office.

Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Road-Sports/253593504740651
The 70s Facebook page, it is usually updated before each event with event
timetables and other stuff is added from time to time if it’s relevant or amusing.

Twitter
https://twitter.com/70sRoadSports
Used to update information or images at events involving 70s competitors of former
competitors and to forward information to the 70s Facebook page.
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Historic Sports Car Club
Silverstone Circuit,
Silverstone,
Northamptonshire
NN12 8TN
email: office@hscc.org.uk
tel: 01327 858 400
The views and opinions expressed
in this Newsletter are solely those
of the original authors and other
contributors. These views and
opinions do not necessarily
represent those of the HSCC

